This paper describes a method to automatically discover features which distinguish the language use of cultural subgroups operating within the same broader language/culture. Sociolinguists have long known that special features such as vocabulary use, phonetic features (like accents), and syntactic characteristics develop within the in-group language of frequently interacting ing the same broader language. Our interest is to learn these features automatically and use them to distinguish the writing of one subgroup from another. The special vocabulary and jargon of various subgroups has often been catalogued. This research focuses instead on syntactic differences which can be learned from digital text and the specialized use of vocabulary which is not topic or domain specific (e.g. we deliberately omit domain related jargon.) Our main data source is blogs and related discussions from a number of North American subculture groups, such as radical feminists and militia groups.
Introduction
The objective of our experiment was to find blogs whose participants have a particular cultural background. We are interested in the cultures of groups 1 smaller than those defined by nation, language, or ethnicity (e.g. not at the level of a country, e.g. United States) and also narrower than what is often meant by subcultures (e.g. United States pop-music scene). We are using the term s radical feminists or north American militias . However, the definitions of subculture and diaculture overlap, and our investigations have covered groups ranging in size and in the nature of their inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Sociolinguists have long known that language features such as vocabulary use, phonetic features (like accents), and syntactic characteristics, develop within frequently interacting sub speaking the same broader language (Gumperz 1964 , Minderhaut 1974 , Virgil 1999 , Gordon and Heath 1998 . Of these three categories of features, this phase of our research concentrated on syntactic features and those aspects of vocabulary use which are general as opposed to topic or subject domain 2 specific. Our hypothesis is that we can ignore the particular topic in a blog discussion (through means described later in this paper) and isolate linguistic indicators that help us determine whether or not a blog is the kind we are looking for. In this document we present methods for finding blogs whose participants have a particular used.
Experiment Overview
A blog consists of a set of postings made by the owner of the blog, and a set of comments made by other individuals about each posting. A blog owner may or may not be a member of a diaculture even though the subject matter in posts draws the attention of people in a particular diaculture. In this paper, we refer to the documents we are reviewing as blogs, because that is of the primary kind of unstructured data we used for this experiment. However, due to the way in which we collect data, some other forms of unstructured data are included in the training sets, such as twitter feeds, forum posts and new articles. We also ignore metadata about comments such as the name of the commenter and the date of the comment. Such metadata can be useful in further classification, but we have not used it in this experiment leaving it for future work.
The process begins by extracting text from the comments of a blog by lexical analysis. This process results in a series of tokens, which in some cases are the individual words from the text and in other cases are symbols representing certain syntactic Nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives are replaced with symbols (see Table ) . All other words are taken unaltered.
. That is, we pass it along with no change.
After tokenizing, we construct 1, 2 and 3-grams of tokens. For --gram and -gram of tokens. We refer to these as n-grams (or just grams. We score n-grams by first counting the number of times they appear in two distinct corpora of blogs. The first set is the baseline corpus which includes a broad collection of blogs. The second set is the training corpus, sometimes called an exemplar when the training corpus contains only one blog. This second set is very specific to the diaculture we are trying to find. We then combine the two counts generated for each n-gram by comparing the frequency of how often an n-gram appears in the training corpus compare versus the baseline, a score is generated for each n-gram.
We then score a blog, for possible production by a diaculture of interest, by tokenizing it and summing the n-gram scores within a sliding window across the text. We combine the scores of several consecutive, but overlapping, windows into that we call phrases, which may or may not be whole sentences. High scoring windows indicate that the speaker/writer is from a diaculture of interest.
People in close communication with each other who consider themselves members of a group develop distinctive ways of speaking and writing that reflect their membership in that group. Some of these distinct patterns of communication relate to developments within the group, that is, specialized terms and expressions are invented and carried forward as signs of the gr exclusive membership. People not in the group cannot understand everything that is being said or have not been trained in the language of the group. Class and ethnic based accents (Kinzler et al. 2007 ), professional jargon (Wolfram and Cavendar 1992, Adams 1998) , and gang slang (Lerman 1967) ar -group out-3 training. Additionally, within larger groups of speakers of a language, regional usages develop (Pederson 1976) , which can be distinctive in speech but also in writing.
Finally, people who do not speak a language as a first language often have grammatical and vocabulary usages that are distinctive (Pfaff 1979 , Sandor 1991 to their original language group and the method through which they learned their second language. Many of the distinctive features of these sub-languages 4 of various kinds are not related to the topics that people discuss but to the non-topical words, phrases and syntactical constructions that they use. The use of idioms, spelling, the dropping of articles, use of improper tenses, mismatch of number between verbs and nouns, etc., in English are all possible indicators of particular group membership None of these potential indicators is dependent on the topic of discussion: of conversational text and use what remains to determine if the writer is a member of a particular diaculture. We do this by substituting symbol tokens (such as N) for nouns and other substantive words as already summarized. This method contrasts significantly with other approaches to searching for specific text material in a digital corpus. Most text search methods focus on 2 Domain has different meanings in different academic disciplines. In this paper, it is used in the computational linguistics sense of a subject area or topic area of of otherwise ambiguous words; a bank in a discussion of the economy is a repository for money, but in descriptions of nature is likely the edge of a river or pond.
3 --those outside the group who do not. The sub-language of a group can be one marker which identifies the members of the group to each other and specifically excludes others who (presumably) do not understand the sub-language or cannot use it correctly. Distinctive tattoos, dress, gestures, hair--4 Sub-languages here refer to special variants of the parent language as used by a subgroup (defined in 1).
finding material of a specific subject content (Teevan et al. 2011 ) and thus employ stop word lists to eliminate common words which have no value for identifying subject matter (Hoffman 1999). Author identification research bears some greater relationship to our work, as it often includes statistical counts of grammatical words as well as content words. Our work differs from a recent example of these approaches (Inches and Crestani 2011) by emphasizing grammatical patterns at the sentence level as well as investigating subgroup language patterns, rather than those of the individual.
Data Overview
It is difficult to define exactly what words can be called topic free, that is the words we wished to keep as-is during tokenization s After some experimentation, we decided to treat numbers, nouns, as topic words with the exception of be verbs (am, are, etc) , have verbs and do verbs. The remaining words we consider topic free. To tokenize words, we convert topic words into symbols and pass along others unchanged. It is very important to note that we do not words. That is, every word is either passed unchanged or replaced , and typically ignored (stopped) by language processing algorithms when analyzing text for its topical content. The only text we stop are non-alphanumerics (except those found in complex URLs). Table 1 shows the grammatical classification and tokenization. Examples of tokenized topic words are in Table 2 Note that some past participles end in such as , the latter of which may be a discriminator. When we tokenize these words, we map them to <Ven> as opposed to . We have no distinct token for possessive plural nouns either. Both of these choices are due to the limitations of the parsing method we used to determine the parts of speech for these word types. Take, for example the quote . Without deeper parsing than we have available we cannot However, we have achieved good results even with this limitation (see Table 4 ). checkout clerks often bag groceries in a bag, so it is not always clear which is which. However, sometimes this can be determined by looking at the word that directly precedes the questionable word (its immediate left context). For instance, the s nouns. By collecting verb markers in one set and noun markers in another, we can many times tell which part of speech, noun or verb, is meant by checking the immediate left context against these sets. Although this is not a complete solution it produces good results.
Learning Gram Scores
We need to compute scores for n-grams (defined below) so we can score blog comments. Thus we need to compute a baseline distribution of n-grams in a baseline corpus. To do this we gather a large number of blog comments from the baseline corpus, tokenize them, form 1, 2 and 3-grams from the tokens, and then count the number of each n-gram. To get a training distribution, a training corpus of blog comments instead.
Notation
The n-grams derived from a corpus form a multi-set (Bogart 2000) of n-grams collection of the corpus. The set of distinct n-grams in such a collection we call the underlying set. The underlying set of a collection is formed by choosing exactly one representative n-gram from the n-gram collection.
Grams are simply a sequence of symbols, it our case, stop words and tokens. A 1-gram is a sequence with a single symbol, a 2-gram has two symbols and 3--for convenience. -gram. We can decompose this 6-gram into four (contiguous) 3--grams can be thought of as a view of the 6-gram through a window that can see only three symbols at a time. Breaking down (or windowing n-grams in this manner makes it much easier to inspect individual sentences. But it also gives us a more uniform way of analyzing sentences (of length three or more) of a wide range of lengths.
The use of n-grams is a common technique in natural language processing for statistical analysis of sentences (Manning and Schütze 1999) . The idea of windowing comes from the notion of taking the convolution of a time sequence with a fixed function, such as a square pulse (Maurice 1976) in this case, a window. sentence to sentence. (Discussion of this in detail is beyond the scope of this paper.)
The baseline collection (a multiset of grams) The training collection (a multiset of grams)
The underlying set of the collection (remove duplicates from ) A gram in a collection The number of times the gram appears in the collection (the size of ) The probability of choosing the gram from the collection We assume : the training collection to be a subset of the baseline collection (see Table 1 for a definition of terms) to ensure that there are no denominators that are zero in what follows. We also assume since the training corpus is usually much smaller than the baseline corpus.
Gram Score Learning Method
The gram score learning method is as follows: first we calculate raw scores for each gram by
We define the score of n-grams g to be Normalizing like this is common and helps make scoring more uniform from corpus to corpus (deGroot 1989).
Scoring Blogs Using Learned N-gram Scores
Given a set of training gram scores derived from baseline and training corpora, we can now score newly seen individual blog comments. We first tokenize the blog comments we want to score and then secondly scan the tokens in the tokenized blog using fixed size windows and lastly compute scores for each window one at a time.
3.1.
Windowing and Phrase Scoring statistical variances. We used a window of three ngrams at a time.
the window to the right by popping off the leftmost token and adding the next token to the right. As the window moves to the right we compute a series of scores for each window. This is illustrated with the fter tokenizing this becomes: <N> has a <N> to be <Adj>.
where After windowing we get five 3-, has a <N> , a <N> to , <N> to be , . Suppose the score of each window is -0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.2, -0.2, respectively. Setting a threshold of 0.2 we combine the three middle windows windows is 0.3, which is the score of the phrase. We call this phrase a hit, denoting its score by hit (hit) .
We compute the score of the blog with the following equation:
Results
The need for technology which can analyze and understand human behavior and motivations from the use of human language is widespread. There are many potential applications in commercial realms as well as in social science research. The capabilities we are developing, as with many previously developed language technologies, are multi-purpose. These are enabling capabilities which can be tailored and combined in different ways to meet many different operational needs.
The concept for the filter we developed grew out of a requirement for better filtering. This experiment demonstrates a proof of concept of this type of algorithm. The key element of this experiment is the determination of what texts should be discovered, their inclusion in a test data set, and their separation from the test using our filtering algorithm. To determine the accuracy of the algorithm, the F-score 5 was calculated for each of the tested diacultures (see Table 4 ).
A second experiment was performed to determine the effectiveness of use of a keyword filter after the diaculture groups have been separated from the noise. This experiment was performed for our test diaculture groups. Our experiments have shown that this two tiered filtering method works more effectively than a keyword filter alone for discovering material on a particular topic discussed by a particular diaculture group. A keyword search finds blogs that are talking about the words in the keyword list this could be in news articles or blogs created by any group or diaculture. Our filtering technique finds blogs are written by a specific diaculture or group. This method can also be extended to find specific authors, but that work was not included in our experiment.
The newness of this approach cannot be overstated. As described previously, our focus is on the special and often incorrect uses of English from target diacultures, and the special syntactic variations that are typical for a diaculture. Additionally, the ngram and phrase scoring methods used by the filter is an advance over traditional methods, particularly in the use of left context to contribute to the scoring of tokens (words), as current methods employ right context. This method can also be extended into other languages. 
